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PRODUCT CATALOG

Product Name：Natural Marble Flower Waterjet Mosaic For Indoor & Terrace Tile

Short Description: Flower stone mosaic is favored by

more and more people because it brings bright feelings

into the heart. We supply different colors of sunflower

marble mosaic tiles to cater to your preferences and

integrate with your design.

Model No.: WPM439 / WPM294 / WPM296

Pattern: Waterjet Flower

Color: Pink / Grey / White

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Natural Marble

Product Detail:

Product Description

Natural marble mosaic stone becomes an indispensable part of home improvement design

drawings for more and more interior designers because the stone is a natural element that is

from the earth and mosaic with marble has many variations on both materials, colors,

structures, and styles. This product we introduce is a flower marble mosaic tile that looks like

sunflowers in shape style. We have white, grey, brown, pink, blue, and other colors of marble

stones to produce this tile. The sunflower marble mosaic tile is a kind of popular waterjet

marble mosaic pattern and it is welcomed by more and more homeowners.
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Product Specification (Parameter)

Product Name: Natural Marble Flower Waterjet Mosaic For Indoor & Terrace Tile

Model No.: WPM439 / WPM294 / WPM296

Pattern: Waterjet Sunflower

Color: Pink / Grey / White

Finish: Polished

Product Series

Model No.: WPM439

Color: Pink

Marble Name: Norwegian Rose Marble

Model No.: WPM294

Color: Grey

Marble Name: Grey Wooden Marble

Model No.: WPM296

Color: White

Marble Name: Carrara White Marble

Product Application

This sunflower mosaic tile pattern of marble waterjet tile is different from other waterjet marble mosaic

tiles, it is available for both interior and terrace decoration. Because each form on the net is an

individual unit part, it also can be cut as you like and paste one single flower on the wall. Any area of

your home is suitable for decorating this tile, walls and floors mosaic tiles will decorate your living room,

bedroom, kitchen, and even bathroom, like marble floor mosaic tile, stone mosaic wall tile, stone

mosaic tile backsplash, etc.



For outdoor decoration, we suggest using it on the terrace or in some theme parks and paying

attention to the color fading problem when you plan to use the light colors of the tiles, for much natural

white marble color will fade through many years of sun exposure, this is a common phenomenon.

FAQ

Q: Can I use this water jet mosaic marble tile around a fireplace?

A: Yes, marble has excellent heat tolerance and can be used with wood burning, gas, or electric

fireplaces.

Q: Does your tile have a difference between the display photo and the real product when I receive it.

A: All products are taken in kind to try to show the color and texture of the product, but the stone

mosaic is natural, and each piece may be different in color and texture, and due to the shooting angle,

lighting, and other reasons, there may be a color difference between the real product you receive and

the display picture, please refer to the real thing. If you have stricter requirements on color or style, we

suggest you buy a small sample first.

Q: Does the tiles are in one same dimension?

A: Different items have different sizes, so there are no standard quantity in one square meter.

Q: Can stone mosaic tile be installed on drywall?

A: Do not directly install the mosaic tile on drywall, it is recommended to coat thin-set mortar which has

a polymer additive. Thus the stone will be installed on the wall stronger.


